
Abstract

Cosmic Rays are high forms of energy radiation

that have subatomic atoms called muons. Muons

arrive at the Earth's surface are created indirectly

as decay products of collisions of cosmic rays

with particles of the Earth's atmosphere. The

Arduino has a physical programmable circuit

board and a piece of software that runs on the

computer. The Raspberry Pi is a small computer

that runs Linux operating system. The Raspberry

Pi setup consisted of installing the operating

system Linux in the Micro SD card. The goals of

this project was to setup the Arduino and connect

it to the computer to view the data, setup the

Raspberry Pi to a monitor, and setup Dropbox in

Raspberry Pi and automate Dropbox uploading

so that the Arduino’s data can upload to Dropbox

automatically.

Fig 1. Image displays a cosmic ray shower. In

cosmic ray showers, particles ionize produce

electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere.

Arduino:

Fig 2. Displays the wiring for the Arduino and

the Raspberry Pi. The outline consists of

connecting wires on the Arduino circuit board

MEGA 2560 and the Raspberry Pi.

• Programmed to read the data detected from

the Cosmic Rays by a code.

Fig 3. The oscilloscope displays data of

the cosmic rays in square waves. The wires

connected to the oscilloscope from the Arduino

are the Analog, Trigger, and Reset outputs.

• The Arduino software needs to be installed

and the code to detect muons needs to run.

• Arduino circuit board needs to be connected

to the computer so the data could be displayed

on the Arduino software program.

Fig 4. Displays how the circuit boards are wired

based on the provided outline.

Fig 5. Shows function generators that simulate

muons by creating square waves.

Raspberry Pi:

Fig 6. Shows the Raspberry

Pi setup connected. USB ports

connects to the keyboard and

the mouse. HDMI was connects to the monitor

and the power USB connects to an outlet.

• After following the instructions on the final

step to automate the Arduino’s data to Success

to automate the Arduino’s data to Dropbox.

• Success of automating the data in 1 minute.

• The data only uploads to Dropbox when the

program is running.

• Some errors occurred when following the

instructions.

• The data displays the voltage, hours, minutes

and seconds.

• Displays the temperature, pressure, latitude, 

longitude.

Dropbox on the Raspberry Pi:

• An account needs to be created on Dropbox or

an existing account can be used.

• Install a program Dropbox Uploader by using

Terminal (terminal is used to send commands

to send to the computer).

Fig 7. Terminal is open when Dropbox Uploader

is open. The program demonstrates the various

options a file can undergo.

• The program in Terminal will ask for a an

access token.

• Clicking on "Create App" on the Dropbox

website it will show Dropbox API and

that will generate an access token

• Dropbox Uploader manually transfer files to

and from the Raspberry Pi-Dropbox.

Automate the Dropbox Uploading:

• Installing a program crontab in terminal

automates the transfer of files from the local

file directory to the Dropbox remote file

directory.

• Crontab allows the option of automating at a

specific time.

Fig 8. Terminal is open when crontab is open.

This displays the how the time can be set to

automate. Time set is 1 minute.

• Install a program named Processing in the

Terminal of the Raspberry Pi.

• Processing allows the Raspberry Pi to read the

data that the serial monitor displays on the

Arduino program.

• This automates the data onto Dropbox when

Processing is running.
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The goals of the project is to setup the Arduino

and connect it to the computer to view the

simulated muon data, setup the Raspberry Pi to a

monitor, and setup Dropbox in Raspberry Pi and

automate Dropbox uploading so that the

Arduino’s data can upload to Dropbox

automatically. To accomplish these goals, the

Arduino and the Raspberry Pi need to be set up.

Dropbox needs to be setup on the Raspberry Pi

and then by installing programs, Dropbox will

automate uploading on the Raspberry Pi.
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